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Picture: Glenn A. Larson Productions/Universal TV It's time for a full confession. Nancy Drew and the Hendy Boys seriously considered a career as a private eye, fast-forward to adulthood, and we ended up in more mainstream careers, but we still have a serious whim for adventure and
intrigue that filled the lives of our favorite fiction detectives. Can you believe it's been almost nine decades since Nancy Drew's character was first introduced? (She's still doing good detective work at 90!) And the Hendy Boys exist even more. They were first introduced to audiences in
1927.Titles like The Secret in the Dark and Prime-Time Crime, both released in 1991, have since joined books for a new generation, like Hidden Gold Hunt and The Sign in Smoke. More recent interpretations of youth detectives have evolved over time, including things like graphic novels
and even tv spins. But it all goes back to the original Carolyn Keane and Franklin Dixon (those were pseudonyms, by the way) headlines and characters — Nancy, Frank and Joe. Can you guess which books in this quiz belong to some detective series? Can you solve the case of the hidden
clues of this quiz? (We made it up.) Channel your inner detective and get to the bottom of these questions! Personality rewrite Harry Potter and we guess which book is your favorite 5 minutes quiz 5 minutes trivia hardy boys / Nancy Drew quiz 4 minutes quiz 4 minutes trivia you can name
these unbeatable old school video games? 7 min Personal 7 minute quiz Which Disney Queen are you? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes personality What 2010 Disney princess are you? 5 minutes quiz 5 minutes trivia has thousands of sci-fi movies — we'll be impressed if you can name 40! 7 min
Quiz 7 min Trivia Harry Potter and The Sorcerer's Stone — Movie vs. Book Quiz 7 Minute Personal 7 Minutes Are You More Hermione Book or Hermione Movie? 6 min Personal 6 minute quiz What character next are you? 5 Min Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Comics Writers: Can you identify which
heroes and which are villains? 7 min Quiz 7 minutes How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octet rating? And how do you use a real bone? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable and easy-to-understand explanations of
how the world is operating. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and compelling lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore in the name of fun! Because
learning is fun, so stay with us! Quizzical game is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests weekly to your inbox. By clicking Sign Up Agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, early users and
employees of System1 Match shared memories of when they first used their computers to dial the outside world - compuServe, the Bay Area Lactroni link or one of the other local bulletin board systems dotted with the country in the late 1980s and early 1990s. I was a little too young to
really experience the BBS era, and I was a little too embarrassed to admit that I first learned that people could use computers to talk to each other: a strange futuristic number of Hardy Boys I read somewhere around fourth grade. But a quick and nostalgic search on Amazon brought up the
book in question, available only in Aguera (plus shipping). Terminal shock, I rediscloied a few days later, introducing the younger brothers to solving the crime and their affected fans to designer drugs, top-secret superconducting chips, and evidence buried in encrypted emails, somehow, all
within a few square miles of their suburban hometown of the boys. Amid outbreaks of G-rated sibling rivalry - the phrase to stick a sock in it appears by the fourth page - child detectives Frank and Joe Hardy even wrestle with mass email surveillance, years before high-speed home internet.
I'm glad to hear you have this AT to clone and operate, with this 4800 baud modem, the boys read in an author's duel. Bet processor 386 really screams! All this modem talk is so much gobbledock for Joe, young Hardy. Pages later, the siblings receive an urgent instant message from the
operator of their hometown bulletin board. Soon they'll find him in a coma, a victim of genetically modified designer poison doctors say will kill him within a week. The apparent main clue is the email archive for the system, which is contained in an encrypted floppy disk. When the boy
detectives uncover the password to open the disk, they continue their investigation in a way that seems strangely topical — and more than a little disturbing — today: reading through each user's private inbox until they find a clue. In retrospect, the plot line seemed not only strangely
futuristic for 1990, when the World Wide Web was in its infancy, but uncharacteristically dark for a children's mystery series that I generally remember as hardy's literary equivalent Scooby-Doo.So I set out to learn how young detectives came to take on not really net so early, and how its
author might feel today about Hardy's mass surveillance approach to solving crime. Photo Flickr user Doug Waldron like all The Hardy Boys books since the show debuted in the 1920s, Terminal Shock was published under the pseudonym Franklin W. Dixon. Dixon never really existed - the
series was originally written by Canadian journalist Leslie Sparked by editor Edward Stratmeyer, who also created the series Nancy Drew, Bobsey Thom and Tom Swift around the same time. (Another Series by Stratmayer, called The Motion Picture Chums, has since been researched for
its portrayal of the early film industry, at a time when film studios and theaters were today's tech start-ups.) In the 1980s, the Books of the Haddie Boys and Nancy Drew were published by Simon & Schuster and written by a new generation of Franklin Dixon. I contacted Simon & Schuster to
see if they could contact me with the shadow writer, but a spokeswoman for The Mall couldn't locate Hardy Boys Records before 1998. She mentioned, though, that the books would be connected by New York book packaging company Mega-Books Inc.New York state records indicated the
company had not been active in a decade, but I had contacted former mega-book executives I could locate online. A few weeks later, I received a call from Christopher Lampton, the author of Terminal Shock.Lampton saying he was one of a number of freelancers recruited by mega-book
editor William McKay to resume the series for a new generation of readers. He didn't want to do your father's Hardy Boys, says Hampton, who went on to write 11 books for the series. Hampton has previously written science and technology books for children and adults, as well as several
science fiction books. He even ghostly wrote for a Stratmayer-style series called The Thorn Twins, whose heroes solved mysteries in accordance with Christian principles. Working with McKay, Hampton says he drew on his background in science, as well as some experience working in
radio and television, to hardy boys' ideas. One of his book, called Danger in the Air, is set on a local TELEVISION station; Another, called Rock 'n' Roll Defectors, saw Joe as a DJ running against nasty pirate radio hosts. To be honest, I used it as an excuse to write about all these ideas,
says Lempton. Hardy Boys – What a perfect excuse to write about all these ideas I've had floating around my head since I was a teenager. Lempton, who says he recently focused more on technical writing rather than fiction, began using CompuServe in 1983 and thought his younger
readers would enjoy a set of books in the digital world. Even then, the joke was that children knew more about computers than adults, he says. I was trying to write about the technology that would be available at the time, because I knew a lot of kids knew about it. And a plot fits with the
Bible's guidelines for a series of mega-books, which Lampton says described old Frank as more than ready to use his brain and the likes of computers. We were very careful not to portray them exactly as esoeverses, he recalled. Throughout the book, as the boys solve the mystery, Frank
often pauses Explain technological terminology to technophobic Joe and, of course, less understanding young readers like me. It's like a recording, except it's round and flat in a long, thin place, he says of a floppy disk. I assumed some of the audience would address this, because some of
the people running the local bulletin boards in my area were children, says Lempton.Hardy's healthy formula sometimes blends awkwardly with the book's dark subject: At one point, the boys meet the girlfriend of a pizza coma poisoning victim at a favorite bayport teen reunion spot. She
refuses a second slice of pepperoni, saying she's too worried to have much appetite. I had to stretch this thing to the length of a book, notes Hampton, unfairly. I'm glad the company found out it wasn't appropriate. The technicalities were mostly accurate, he recalled, designed to slightly get
ahead of the book's time. The main mistake he remembers: boasting about an e-ord on a 4800-baud modem. Modem technology went mainly from 2400 baud, or bits per second, to 9600, with few devices sending data at the rate in between, he recalled. And while indiscriminate email
snooping email now feels out of character for healthy Hardy boys, local BBS e-mail was far less a personal medium in the 1990s than our email accounts today, Hampton says. Let's just say this: Hillary Clinton wouldn't have sent emails to one of her embassies about one of those systems,
he says. Says.
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